Public Comment regarding the proposed Quail Brush Generation Project

I would like to make the following written comment. I understand that my comments will be docketed and may be posted on the Energy Commission’s website and be available to the public.

I'm concerned that there will be no written record of questions so I'm restating these.

1) Cogentrix has stated the sound level of the plant is no different from ambient level of wilderness. How does the starting up of 11 engines (even new engines) + noise from transmission electrical lines (which is audible) – not have any noise at all? There's something wrong with standards.

2) Sandag recommends new industrial construction be placed on land already zoned for industry. Cogentrix has a history of building on open spaces. Ex: Jefferson County in Central Oregon.

2) Guachita Riverkeeper in Sterlington, La. has released hot water into pond increasing the water temp + killing fish.

3) Cogentrix has been sitting on ¼ of U.S. lands offered for solar develop by BLM.